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grounded in a study of 650 consumers from 46 different states
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Addressing the need for marketers to deliver a message that
lasts beyond its immediate in-game context, the paper discloses
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“the mere-exposure effect found by the authors (i.e., the tendency

After collecting data from 287 Facebook enthusiasts in France,

to rate advertisements higher on subsequent viewings) was more

the authors found that “distinguishing between advertising’s

pronounced when that previous exposure occurred on social
media … Managers should create advertisements in which the
peak level of affect occurs earlier in the advertisement, lasts longer,
and ends near the conclusion of the advertisement to ensure maximum effectiveness.”
On other fields of social-media play, “How Measuring Consumer Conversations Can Reveal Advertising Performance”
(please see page 433), Brad Fay, Ed Keller, and Rick Larkin (all
from Engagement Labs) carefully examined a variety of metrics—among them YouTube views, online WOM, offline WOM,
and Google searches following the Super Bowl—to determine the
messaging impact for the 23 advertisers whose messages were part
of the 2019 Super Bowl broadcast.
The authors suggest that “measuring conversational uplift for
brands can be an important indicator of whether an advertisement
has hit the right target, delivered a relevant message, created brand
identification, and sparked a response that leads someone to consider a purchase and share that reaction with others.”
Somewhat surprisingly, they also discovered “there was strong
WOM response to more routine advertising occasions, particularly
when it was possible to compare uplifts in conversation for those
exposed versus those not exposed to the advertisements.” They
conclude by stating that “advertisers have reason to expect effective advertising will drive conversations year-round.”
For many consumers, Facebook is the first face of social media.
“How Do Brands’ Facebook Posts Induce Consumers’ e-Wordof-Mouth Behavior? Informational versus Emotional Message
Strategy: A Computational Analysis” (please see page 402), by
Taemin Kim (Incheon National University), Hyejin Kim (DePaul
University), and Yunhwan Kim (Hankuk University of Foreign
Studies), examines brand posts for 46 Fortune 100 companies to
understand what aspects of brand posts predict consumer eWOM.

intrinsic value and its social value reveals differences in how value
emerges as a function of the primary device used to access Facebook.” For those using mobile phones, “an advertisement must
provide a real service in facilitating ease of localization and access
… Facebook advertisements had greater social value for those
users who consulted the network on their PCs.”
In terms of avoidance and intrusiveness, the paper concludes
that “trust in Facebook was a major driver of advertising acceptance overall and an important protective element in terms of reducing advertisements’ perceived intrusiveness on mobile devices.”
The authors further urge practitioners to note that “trust plays
slightly different roles as a function of the device used: In the PC
environment, trust in the network enhanced acceptance of advertising by increasing users’ perceived value, and in the mobile environment, trust in the network reduced perceptions of invasiveness
and intrusiveness.”
Yet another paper in our social-media package, “The Perceived
Fit between Instagram Influencers and the Endorsed Brand: How
Influencer–Brand Fit Affects Source Credibility and Persuasive
Effectiveness” (please see page 440) reported the outcomes of two
studies that recruited users of Facebook and Instagram to deter
mine if “higher levels of perceived source credibility, in turn, led
to higher indications of positive behavioral intentions.” Authors
Priska Linda Breves, Nicole Liebers, Marina Abt, and Annika
Kunze (all from University of Würzburg) found that “participants
who indicated high levels of parasocial relationship less likely
based their assessment of the influencer’s credibility on perceived
fit; rather, they were inclined more to use their former experiences
as an indication.”
The research findings further noted that it might be possible for a
popular endorser to endorse a brand that does not perfectly match
their profile. They cautioned, however that the endorser should
“try to incorporate high levels of authenticity into his or her posts

The authors suggest that “companies should craft brand posts on

to elicit high levels of parasocial relationship (e.g., by addressing

Facebook carefully by incorporating informational and emotional

the audience directly and telling a personal story.”

aspects of a brand in parallel to induce consumers’ eWOM behaviors effectively … Post positivity (i.e., the level of positivity in a
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brand post) as an emotional message strategy also was found to

As always, as the Journal of Advertising Research continues to grow

exert negative effects on generating positive comments.”

and evolve, I welcome your feedback.
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